1. Introduction. There has recently been considerable interest in manifolds carrying a tensor field h of type (1,1) which satisfies certain conditions. The reader should see any of the references [l] , [3] , [4] , or [5] listed at the end of this paper. A typical restriction is that h satisfies some algebraic condition, such as the assumption that h has distinct eigenvalues. Integrability conditions on h constitute yet another class of restrictions that might be imposed. For example, one might require either that the Nijenhuis tensor [h, h] be zero or the stronger condition that h has a vanishing covariant derivative with respect to any vector field.
In this paper some properties of the holonomy group of a manifold with certain structures are proved. One such result is contained in Theorem 3.1 where it is assumed that there is a cyclic h with the property that VxA = 0 for every vector field X. It is then shown that if e0 is a generator for h, then elements of the holonomy group give rise to other generators for h. If the additional restriction that h has a vanishing Lie derivative is imposed, then Theorem 3.4 yields the result that the manifold is flat. $m = {g G 0(« + 1) | pg = Ty(j>) for some 7}.
The statement that im, e¡, • ■ -,<?"') = im, e0, • • • , en)g will be denoted by e{ =gei, and 7* is our notation for the tangent vector field to 7.
Let Mm denote the tangent space at m. A tensor field ft of type (1, 1) is said to be cyclic if and only if the minimal and characteristic polynomials of ft are identical. Thus if it is assumed that ft is nonsingular at a point then there exists a generator e0EMm such that {ft'e0: O^i^n} is a basis of Mm. Finally, it should be remarked that if ft is singular at a point, then at this point a nonsingular tensor field ft* can be found such that Vxft = Vxft* for every vector field X. The tensor field ft* is obtained by setting h* = h-\-aI, where a is a suitable nonzero constant.
3. Some properties of the holonomy group. The corollary follows immediately from the facts that any h with distinct eigenvalues is necessarily cyclic and that the coefficients a,-of the characteristic polynomial of h are symmetric functions of the eigenvalues. Proof. Let Yi(t) be vector fields as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and compute Vy*h F,-. One obtains the result that VyhYi = (Vyh)Yi + h(Vy*Yi) = 0 and hence hY( is parallel along y. Now AF,(0) =Ae< = X<e, = X,F,(0), but the eigenvalues X< are constant so that heí =X¿e/ where c/ = F,(l), and Fj(l), by our choice, is ge¿. Finally, since the X< are also eigenvalues for e(, g must be a diagonal matrix with elements +1 or -1 on the main diagonal.
If h satisfies the additional condition that its Lie derivative vanishes, then M is flat. This fact is proved in the following theorem. 
